
WRITING FOR 9th GRADE



How to read and respond to prompts

Writing Thesis Statements



The Prompt
y Before writing – STOP – READ the assignment!

◦ What are you being asked to do?!
◦ The prompt is what you are RESPONDING to in your essay!

y Underline any words that indicate your purpose for 
writing – these words describe the task you are 
expected to perform!
◦ Compare and contrast, describe, define, cause, effect, explain, 

identify, interpret, discuss

y Break the question down into parts – restate each part 
in your own words



Sample Question
y In many plays and novels, a major character makes a 

decision to follow a personal conviction, even though this 
decision may be costly in terms of money, social standing, 
or even physical well-being.  From the plays and novels 
you have read, choose two works (a play and a novel, 
two plays, or two novels) that feature characters who 
make such decision.  For each work, describe the 
character‘s personal conviction, the difficulties it causes, 
and the results. 



Sample Question – KEY COMPONENTS
` In many plays and novels, a major character makes a decision to 

follow a personal conviction, even though this decision may be 
costly in terms of money, social standing, or even physical well-being.  From 
the plays and novels you have read, choose two works (a play and 
a novel, two plays, or two novels) that feature characters who 

make such decision.  For each work, describe the character‘s 
personal conviction, the difficulties it causes, and the 
results. 



Basic Examples of Prompts
y How does a character change within the story or novel?

y How does the setting influence the story or novel?

y How does the author develop the theme of the story, 
novel, or poem?

y What is the author‘s attitude toward some aspect of the 
story, novel, or poem?



What is a Thesis Statement?
y It answers the question, ―What is this essay trying to prove to 

its audience?‖

y It compresses the critical crux of your essay into one 
sentence. 

y It conveys your main argument in a nutshell.

y It uses specific language and specific ideas. 

y It generates a multi-faceted argument. 

y It appears in your essay‘s introduction.



Is My Thesis Statement STRONG?

` Do I answer the question?
` Re-reading the question prompt after constructing a working thesis can 

help you fix an argument that misses the focus of the question. 

` Have I taken a position that others might challenge or 
oppose?
` If your thesis simply states facts that no one would, or even could, 

disagree with, it's possible that you are simply providing a summary, 
rather than making an argument. 



STRONG?

` Is my thesis statement specific enough?
` Thesis statements that are too vague often do not have a strong 

argument. If your thesis contains words like "good" or "successful," see if 
you could be more specific: why is something "good"; what specifically
makes something "successful"? 

` Does my essay support my thesis specifically and without 
wandering?
` If your thesis and the body of your essay do not seem to go together, 

one of them has to change. It's o.k. to change your working thesis to 
reflect things you have figured out in the course of writing your paper. 
Remember, always reassess and revise your writing as necessary. 



STRONG?

` Does my thesis pass the "how and why?" test?
` If a reader's first response is "how?" or "why?" your thesis may be too 

open-ended and lack guidance for the reader. See what you can add to 
give the reader a better take on your position right from the beginning. 

` Does my thesis pass the "So what?" test?
` If a reader's first response is, "So what?" then you need to clarify, to 

forge a relationship, or to connect to a larger issue. 



The “So What” Test
y After writing a thesis statement, ask yourself, ―So what?‖ 

y Example:  Walter Mitty daydreams.
y (So what?) 
y Revision:  Thurber reveals Walter Mitty‘s daydreams.
y (So what?)
y Revision:  Thurber reveals Mitty‘s daydreams to show 

that he wants to lead a more exciting life



What is a WEAK Thesis Statement?
y a statement of the inherently obvious

y a vague or ambiguous statement

y a simple factual sentence

y a statement that doesn‘t need any proof

y a statement that doesn‘t generate any argumentation 
whatsoever

y Does NOT pass the ―so what‖test



Introduction and Conclusion 
Paragraphs



Introduction Paragraph
` Most important paragraph in your essay

` Presents the framework of your argument

` Must do 3 things:
` Briefly introduce the topic and story 

` Hook/intro and précis 

` Clearly state your position (NO 1st PERSON)
` Provide reasoning



3 Parts to an Intro Paragraph
` Hook/Intro Sentence

` One sentence of introduction
` Quote, question (blah), general statement

` Précis  
` 2-3 sentence plot summary
` Include the title and author of the work

` THESIS STATEMENT
` Claim with reasons 



Hooks / Introduction Sentences
` General statement hooks/intros are the best

` Show that you understand your topic and are able to reflect on 
it in one sentence

` Questions end up sounding silly
` Use them as a last resort

` Famous quotes or quotes from the work must be 
properly cited

` Stray away from using 1st or 2nd person



General Statement 

` In times of tragedy, people always look for someone to 
blame.

` Daydreams are a common way to escape reality.

` At the start of a relationship, it is important for both 
parties to stay true to themselves.



Précis
` BRIEF
` 2-3 sentence plot summary of the work

` Include the title and author
` Genre can also be included
` In the poem ―The Raven‖ by Edgar Allan Poe…
` In the play Romeo and Juliet by William Shakespeare…

` Purpose is to give the audience a quick background
` Context for your argument 



Thesis Statement
` The argument of your essay

` Make a claim and give reasons
` Smoking is bad because it gives you bad breath and it causes 

cancer.
` Romeo is the character most responsible for the tragedy 

because he is impetuous and he relies on fate.

` The rest of your essay will be spent ―proving‖ this thesis 
statement



Legal Analogy – Thesis Statement
` This client is guilty because of exhibits A, B, and C.

` Now the rest of the argument will be devoted to presenting 
the exhibits and then explaining how they prove that the client 
is guilty!



Sample Introduction Paragraph

` Daydreams are a great way to 
escape reality.  In ―The Secret Life 
of Walter Mitty‖ by James Thurber, 
the title character constantly slips 
in and out of extraordinary 
daydreams. In this dream state he is 
a brave captain, a heroic doctor, and 
even a bold defendant in a murder 
trial. In real life, he meekly obeys his 
wife‘s orders and fails to lead a life 
of his own.  Thurber reveals Mitty‘s
daydreams to show that he wants 
to lead a more exciting life. 



What’s a conclusion?
` The conclusion brings closure to the reader, summing up 

your points or providing a final perspective on your topic.

` All the conclusion needs is three or four strong 
sentences which do not need to follow any set formula. 
Simply review the main points. 
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What to include
` A mention/revisit/echo of the thesis statement (argument 

of the essay)

` A mention/revisit/echo of the main points of the essay

` A connection to broader themes in the work OR to the 
world in general
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What to leave out
` An exact REPEAT of your thesis statement

` An exact REPEAT of your main points

` New information or insight

` The words ―In conclusion‖ or ―In summation‖ or anything 
along those lines
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Sample Intro
` Daydreams are a great way to escape reality.  In ―The 

Secret Life of Walter Mitty‖ by James Thurber, the title 
character constantly slips in and out of extraordinary 
daydreams. In this dream state he is a brave captain, a 
heroic doctor, and even a bold defendant in a murder trial. 
In real life, he meekly obeys his wife‘s orders and fails to 
lead a life of his own.  Thurber reveals Mitty‘s daydreams 
to show that he wants to lead a more exciting life.
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Sample conclusion
` Through his daydreams, Thurber vividly illustrates 

Walter Mitty‘s desire to escape his boring existence.  The 
juxtaposition of the real life experiences with his thrilling 
fantasies reveals not only how boring his life actually is, 
but how he needs the dreams just to get through the day.  
For Mitty, daydreams are not just an escape, they are a 
means of emotional and psychological survival.   
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Concrete Details and 
Commentary



Notes about Concrete Details (CD)

` They must be facts—provable through observation, if not 
general information.

` You must state them STRONGLY; if you are prefacing it 
with ―maybe‖ or ―perhaps‖ or ―could,‖ then its not specific 
or concrete enough 

` You need at least two per paragraph to reinforce your 
point 

` Think: ―For example…‖



Notes about Commentary (CM)

` It is your interpretation, insight, analysis, explication, and 
reflection about a concrete detail in an essay.

` It echoes the focus in your thesis and topic sentences. 

` It should always strengthen and extend the concrete 
detail—explaining what you mean, reinforcing the truth of 
the fact, showing how or why it is important and not 
straying off of the main thought.



Notes about Commentary continued…
` You must have more commentary than you have fact. 

Ideally, two per fact.

` State it strongly, as if it were un-debatable. No ―maybe‖ or 
―perhaps‖ or ―possibly‖ etc.

` No ―I think‖—we already know that; you‘re the one writing 
the essay.

` Think (do not say): ―This shows that…‖



Sample Paragraph – 2 CDs
` The tragic course of events can be traced to the moment that 

Romeo fails to heed his own instincts and surrenders himself to 
fate. As he reluctantly follows Mercutio to the Capulet‘s party his 
―mind misgives / Some consequence yet hanging in the stars‖ 
(1.4.106-107).  Romeo‘s instinct is to stay away from the party due 
to a bad feeling he has.  This bad feeling he has is related to fate as 
he states it is ―hanging in the stars,‖ or rather it is already 
determined. He then makes the conscious decision to surrender 
to this fate: ―But He that hath the steerage of my course / direct 
my sail‖ (1.4.112-113).  He relinquishes control of his own life to 
an unnamed, unknown power.  Romeo displays an incredible 
amount of irresponsibility by choosing to trust this unreliable 
source. By not trusting his instinct and giving in to fate, Romeo 
becomes the catalyst for the tragic chain of events.



Good and Bad Examples:
(BAD): After Santiago was robbed he chooses to be an adventurer.

(BAD): After Santiago was robbed he is sad.

(BAD):  Santiago chooses to think positively instead of being sad when he is 
in the marketplace.

(BAD): The morning after Santiago was robbed in the marketplace ―he was 
happy‖ (42). Santiago is happy and not sad.

(GOOD): The morning after Santiago was robbed in the marketplace 
―instead of being saddened, he was happy‖ (42). Santiago chooses to think 
positively in the face of adversity.



Body Paragraphs



Topic Sentences
` Begin each paragraph with a TOPIC SENTENCE 

` The paragraph‘s main idea

` A STRONG topic sentence…
` Appears at the beginning of a paragraph
` States the main idea clearly and concisely
` Is supported by the details presented in the paragraph

` A topic sentence clearly signals to your readers –
―FOCUS ON THIS IDEA‖



Practice – Write a topic sentence for the 
following supporting sentences

` First, the King of Salem explains Personal Legends to 
Santiago: ―‘ People learn, early in their lives, what is their 
reason for being,‘ said the old man, with a certain 
bitterness. ‗ Maybe that‘s why they gave up on it so early, 
too. But that‘s the way it is‘‖ (24). The King‘s wisdom 
inspires Santiago to realize that he does not want to have 
a missing part of his life and he decides to pursue his 
personal legend. Santiago learns that achieving a personal 
legend may take a very long time, or can be completed 
very quickly, but it can never be given up on or forgotten. 



Organizing Ideas in a Paragraph
` Structure the paragraph with: 

` a topic sentence
` supporting details
` commentary
` a conclusion sentence - clincher

` Use transitions to help your reader understand the flow 
of your ideas.



Transition Words and Phrases

WordsThat Signal Examples

Examples For example, for instance, in fact, in 
particular

Similarities Also, in the same way, similarly, both,
another, and, in addition

Differences But, however, on the other hand, in 
contrast, even though, yet, still, although

Time order, steps in a process, sequence First, second, next, finally, at last, 
meanwhile, during, when, while, then

Cause/effect Because, as a result, thus, if, so, since

Importance First of all, last, most important



Maintain Paragraph Unity
` All of the detail in a paragraph should relate to just one 

topic or main idea

` Ways to Unify
` Delete details that are unrelated to the paragraph‘s main idea
` Move unrelated details to a different paragraph
` Revise the topic sentence so that it covers all supporting 

details in the paragraph
` Split your paragraph into two or more paragraphs



Write a Strong Ending
` End your paragraph with a CLINCHER sentence
` Not all paragraphs need a clincher
` Clinchers can echo the topic sentence
` Clinchers can leave the reader with something to think 

about
` Clinchers can sum up the paragraph while transitioning 

into the next paragraph



Organizing Your Thoughts / 
Compiling and Finishing
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Graphic Organizers
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Once you have compiled your work…
` EDIT

` Does the essay flow?
` Does it make sense?
` Did you create a strong argument?
` Scan for WEAK VOCABULARY
` Spell Check and Grammar Check

` Read your essay out loud – or have someone read it to 
you
` You will HEAR errors this way – particularly grammatical 

errors
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